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I’m sure everyone knows what “blogs” are.  Blogs are 
journals on the Internet, places you go to complain about 
your friends and tell all two of your slack-jawed readers 
what you had for breakfast.  Blogs are for people who 
can’t get enough of their over-sharing out on Facebook.  
Blogs are for losers.  Well, except those opinion blogs on 
the NY Times; or the sports blogs on ESPN; or those 
science blogs on Scientific American. Wait…what? 
   
But indeed, there’s a strong and growing audience for 
science blogs.  Blogs are written by scientists ranging 
from writers and journalists to researchers and cover 
everything from your usual science journalism to deep 
analyses of individual papers, methods, and the history of 
science.  Some scientists even blog about their own 
research as it is happening (though presumably they 
aren’t particularly worried about being scooped).  And 
this isn’t limited to just blogs.  Scientists are reaching out 
via social media platforms like Twitter, Tumblr, and 
Facebook as well. 
  
And people are reading.  Science blogs now have a 
prominent place on science sites such as Discover, Wired, 
Scientific American and Nature. Scientific meetings, such 
as Experimental Biology, are inviting bloggers to write 
about the meeting, in addition to traditional journalists.  
Science blogs get read, and commented on, by science 
fans, fellow scientists, and students.  Of course, many of 
these blogs are by science writers and journalists, but a 
good number are by practicing scientists, including 
graduate students, post-docs, and faculty.  Science blogs 

Scientists and Social Media 
Part 1 of a short series on scientists and science 

communication in social media 

 

Links to Science Blogs 
The BPC hosted its first Annual Vendor Fair on 
July 26th in the lobby of BRB, and it was a great 
success!  This event has allowed the BPC to raise 
money to support future events for postdocs and 
will become our main annual fundraising 
event.  The Fair was well-attended, with 26 
vendors and many postdocs coming out to talk to 
them, and a free lunch was provided to those who 
visited the booths.  We would like to thank our 
fellow postdocs and others in the Penn community 
for their attendance.  Your support encourages  
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serve as a venue to analyze journal articles, to write about 
the global impact of one’s work, or to educate the public in 
easily accessible ways. In writing these blogs, scientists are 
practicing science communication on a direct and basic 
level, and far more often than most scientists’ occasional 
public speaking engagements or forays into public schools.  
It’s science communication, DIY.  
  
Science blogs are becoming more important every day.  
They allow the average person to see what his or her tax 
dollars are generating, what it is that scientists DO, what it 
is that we know and what it is that we’re learning.  They 
allow scientists to directly combat misrepresentations of 
their research when they occur, providing a vital voice of 
critical thinking to cut through media hype.  Scientists use 
blogs to talk with each other, to gain new ideas and learn 
about areas that may seem wildly different, but may relate 
to their research down the line.  Finally, science blogs can 
allow the public to see that scientists are people, too.  
Scientists who write blogs can promote trust, something 
critically important in both the current funding climate 
and with scientific issues so prominent in public discourse.  
  
While not every young scientist has the time or the 
inclination to blog or tweet, social media is no longer 
something that we can discount or ignore. It can enlighten 
us on the science communication efforts currently taking 
place, and it can teach us how to hone our own writing and 
teaching skills. It can provide cautionary lessons on how 
media reporting of science can go awry.  And last but not 
least, it can be awfully entertaining. Whether you write or 
not, science and social media is well worth a read. 
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Free Beer/Sandwiches and a Talk 
BPC Science and Society Seminar Series 
 
Friday, November 18th 
3:30PM in BRB 251 
 
“Pathways and Portals to Scientific Careers 
in the Federal Government” 
Sarah Dunsmore, Ph.D. 
Program Director, NIH, NIGMS 
Division of Pharmacology, Physiology and Biological 
Chemistry 
 

http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/ 
http://www.wired.com/blogs/ 
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/ 
http://blogs.nature.com/ 
http://scientopia.org/blogs/scicurious/category/experi

mental-biology-blogging-2011/ 
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/context-and-

variation/ 
http://blogs.plos.org/obesitypanacea/ 
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/notrocketscience/ 
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9 questions / 2 minutes for a greener Penn. Click 
here to take the survey: 
 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BRHM2CR 
 

When a Postdoc Turns Ugly 

 
By Julia Richards 
julia.l.richards@gmail.com 
John* thought he had the post-graduation job search 
under control. After getting his Ph.D. in biochemistry, he 
quickly got interviews for postdocs at prestigious 
universities. At the university he eventually decided on, 
the interview went well, but a few red flags became clear 
when he talked to people around the department. The 
P.I., who was still an assistant professor, had already 
fired a postdoc and two technicians. John confronted the 
P.I. and directly asked him about the incidents. The P.I. 
convincingly explained problems with the previous 
people’s ineptitude. Any other doubts John may have had 
were overshadowed by his excitement about the science 
the lab was doing and his confidence in his own 
abilities.      
 
However, when he started in the lab, the P.I.’s 
eccentricities showed immediately. John felt that the P.I. 
was uncommunicative and passive-aggressive. When 
working in the same area as John, he would not speak but 
rather slammed equipment around. John said that he 
would also play favorites with the members of the 
lab. The P.I. soon started to talk to John about firing 
someone, a conversation that seemed highly 
inappropriate to John and put him in an awkward 
situation. He later blamed John when a lab tech quit and 
complained to human resources specifically about the P.I. 
Soon John’s working relationship went from bad to 
worse. The P.I. became unhappy with John’s work and 
put him on probation. This process consisted of a 3-
month period, partly overseen by another faculty 
member. John was expected to make progress on three 
projects. In the first two he was successful, but the third 
had the added difficulty of the P.I.’s having ordered the 
wrong reagent and refusing to buy the right one.  With 
some resourcefulness, John did manage to complete the 
project. However, when the probation meeting came at 
the end of the 3-month period, the P.I. showed up late, 
fired John and simply left the meeting with no 
explanation. A security guard immediately escorted John 
outside without allowing him to collect his belongings.  
  
 
Unfortunately, John is still looking for a new postdoc 
position a year later. He feels that many prospective 
employers do not look past the latest position and do not 
contact his graduate advisor. When asked if there was 
anyone he could have asked for help, he thinks not. There 
was only one faculty member overseeing the probation 
and the postdoc representative in the department was 
powerless to do anything in the situation. John was also 
afraid to go to human resources while he was still 
working for the P.I., fearing retaliation and even worse 

treatment. He wishes that afterwards he had filed a 
complaint that might have helped future members of that 
lab. As for recommendations for other postdoc seekers, 
John suggests being more careful about choosing an 
advisor. One piece of advice other people have given to 
him is to try to work for a P.I. with children because that 
demonstrates some measure of being able to deal with 
others. 
 
Postdocs often feel totally at the mercy of their P.I.  When 
postdoctoral positions do not work out, finding a new one 
can be a daunting prospect. Dr. Joseph Barber, an associate 
director at the University of Pennsylvania Career Services, 
advises people in John’s situation to emphasize previous 
accomplishments when looking for a new position. For 
example, his tangible results in completing three projects 
in a short time could be highlighted in a cover letter. Dr. 
Barber warns against bringing up circumstances of the 
firing, and suggests framing his job search as an 
opportunity to apply his skills to new problems.   
 
“If directly asked about the situation in an interview, he 
could explain what happened in a brief and matter-of-fact 
way and then move the conversation on to another topic,” 
Dr. Barber says. “It is never wise to bad-mouth or complain 
about your prior boss to a potential employer.” There are 
added difficulties when a job seeker has been out of work 
for an extended period of time. During that period, Dr. 
Barber recommends seeking out opportunities to gain new 
skills and network with other researchers. He also 
recommends exploring the wealth of articles, advice and 
information focusing on the postdoc experience on the 
following websites to find resources on what to look for in 
an advisor and where to seek advice when things begin to 
go wrong: 
 

• http://chronicle.com (Search for postdoc) 
• http://ulife.vpul.upenn.edu/careerservices/blog/

?p=5789 
• http://www.ithinkwell.com.au/content/nature_2

011_student_advisers.pdf 
• http://www.nationalpostdoc.org/careers/career-

planning-resources 
• http://sciencecareers.sciencemag.org (Search for 

postdoc) 
 

*name changed for privacy   
 

Environmental Committee 
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Are you interested in improving your teaching 
skills while making a difference in our 
community? 
 
Join the Biomedical Postdoc Council Community 
Service Committee as we return to Belmont Charter 
School, where we will mentor 7th & 8th grade 
students in preparation for their science fair.  This 
will be the 4th year we have participated in this 
initiative organized by iPRAXIS , a non-profit created 
to enhance science education in Philadelphia public 
schools.  From the week beginning Nov 28th, 
volunteers will meet weekly with small groups (3-4 
students) for 6-8 weeks for the planning and 
creation of science projects to be presented at the 
Belmont Science Fair.   
 
For more information, please contact Sarah 
Collington: sarahcol@dental.upenn.edu. 
 

Community Service Teaching 
Opportunity 

 
 

 

Post-doc volunteers painted Kenderton School in North 
Philadelphia as part of Philly Cares Day. Contact Sarah 
Collington (in the Phillies shirt) to join the BPC 
Community Service Committee. 

BPC Newsletter 
The BPC Newsletter is looking for contributors. 

 
We need writers who would like to contribute original articles about science and life as a post-doc. If you’re 
interested, please contact Tim Connelly at Connelly.tim@gmail.com 
 
 

Connect with your fellow Penn Post-docs on LinkedIn: Join the University of Pennsylvania 
Biomedical Post-doc Networking Group.   
 
This page has updates on council activities and seminars, and provides a public forum for discussing 
issues that affect us all as post-docs.  The more members we have, the more effectively we can 
address post-doc concerns. Please join. 

mailto:Connelly.tim@gmail.com
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